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Practice and training usually lead to performance increase in a given task. In addition, a
shift from intentional toward more automatic processing mechanisms is often observed.
It is currently debated whether automatic and intentional processing is subserved by the
same or by different mechanism(s), and whether the same or different regions in the brain
are recruited. Previous correlational evidence provided by behavioral, neuroimaging, mod-
eling, and neuropsychological studies addressing this question yielded conflicting results.
Here we used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to compare the causal influence
of disrupting either left or right parietal cortex during automatic and intentional numeri-
cal processing, as reflected by the size congruity effect and the numerical distance effect,
respectively.We found a functional hemispheric asymmetry within parietal cortex with only
the TMS-induced right parietal disruption impairing both automatic and intentional numer-
ical processing. In contrast, disrupting the left parietal lobe with TMS, or applying sham
stimulation, did not affect performance during automatic or intentional numerical process-
ing. The current results provide causal evidence for the functional relevance of right, but
not left, parietal cortex for intentional, and automatic numerical processing, implying that
at least within the parietal cortices, automatic, and intentional numerical processing rely
on the same underlying hemispheric lateralization.
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INTRODUCTION
Extensive practice of a new perceptual, cognitive, or manual
skill usually leads to faster processing speed, higher accuracy,
and eventually to automatic processing of the practiced mate-
rial (Logan, 1988; Vanlehn, 1996; Rickard, 1997). For example,
during development, children show a increased processing speed
and lower accuracy during numerical quantity processing (Seku-
lar and Mierkiewicz, 1977; Girelli et al., 2000; Rubinsten et al.,
2002). At the same time, practice leads to an increased interfer-
ence of the numerical value of a presented digit when children
are required to ignore its numerical value during the performance
of another task, such as physical size comparison (Girelli et al.,
2000; Rubinsten et al., 2002). Similarly, after extensive training
with new numerical symbols, adult participants become faster,
more accurate with intentional processing of these numerical
symbols, and more automatic at processing the newly acquired
numerical values (Tzelgov et al., 2000; Cohen Kadosh et al.,
2010).

Previous studies have suggested that intentional and automatic
processing are only quantitatively different, and stem from the
same underlying mechanism (Tzelgov and Ganor-Stern, 2005;
Cohen Kadosh and Walsh, 2009; Reis et al., 2009). Others have
suggested that intentional and automatic processing are qualita-
tively different and stem from different mechanisms (Logan, 1985;

Lewis and Miall, 2003; Rossetti et al., 2003; Bugden and Ansari,
2011). This dispute is important not only for our understanding
of the relationship between automatic and intentional processes.
It has also theoretical implications for several other domains, such
as neuropsychological studies and rehabilitation (Reis et al., 2009;
Rubinsten and Henik, 2009), as well as for cognitive and neu-
roimaging studies which prefer using automatic processing, rather
than intentional processing, to infer about the mental representa-
tion of a cognitive or perceptual entity independent of subject’s
strategies (Barsalou, 1999; Tzelgov and Ganor-Stern, 2005; Cohen
Kadosh and Walsh, 2009).

In the field of numerical cognition, automatic numerical pro-
cessing can be assessed by the numerical Stroop task (or as referred
to by others, the size congruity task) and intentional processing
can be assessed by a numerical comparison task (Tzelgov and
Ganor-Stern, 2005).

In the numerical Stroop paradigm, subjects are presented with
two numerical stimuli on a computer screen and required to com-
pare these stimuli according to their physical size. The stimuli
can be incongruent (the physically larger digit is numerically
smaller, e.g., 2 4), neutral (the stimuli differ only in the rele-
vant dimension, e.g., 2 2), or congruent (the physically larger
digit is also numerically larger, e.g., 2 4). Even when instructed
to ignore the numerical value, healthy adult subjects show a
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strong congruity effect (longer reaction times for incongruent tri-
als compared to congruent trials) because the numerical value is
processed automatically. This congruity effect, which is termed
size congruity effect, has been considered for almost 20 years as a
marker of automatic numerical processing (Henik and Tzelgov,
1982; Tzelgov et al., 1992; Schwarz and Heinze, 1998; Schwarz
and Ischebeck, 2003; Szucs et al., 2007; Cohen Kadosh et al.,
2008b, 2011; Van Opstal et al., 2008b; Gebuis et al., 2009; Rubin-
sten and Henik, 2009; Santens and Verguts, 2011). It has been
shown that those who have better numerical abilities exhibit a
greater level of automaticity as reflected by a larger size congruity
effect (Girelli et al., 2000; Rubinsten et al., 2002; Rubinsten and
Henik, 2005, 2006; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007b; Mussolin and Noël,
2008).

In a numerical comparison task, which assesses intentional
numerical processing (Tzelgov and Ganor-Stern, 2005), subjects
are asked to attend to the numerical dimension and to compare
stimuli according to their numerical value. One of the most used
effects to assess the efficiency of intentional numerical processing
is the numerical distance effect (Moyer and Landauer, 1967). As
the name implies, the difference in numerical value influences the
time needed to compare stimuli; the larger the numerical distance
(e.g., 2–8 vs. 2–3), the easier it is to decide which of the num-
bers has the greater (or smaller) numerical value, as indicated by
a shorter reaction time (RT) for pairs with a larger numerical dis-
tance. It has been shown that the better the numerical abilities are,
the smaller the numerical distance effect (Sekular and Mierkiewicz,
1977; Price et al., 2007; Holloway and Ansari, 2009; Mussolin et al.,
2010; Bugden and Ansari, 2011). However, it must be noted that a
smaller numerical distance effect does not indicate necessarily bet-
ter numerical abilities. For example, the numerical distance effect
can be smaller due to slower processing time of the larger distance,
which clearly reflects an impairment in the intentional processing
of numerical information (for a review see Sandrini and Rusconi,
2009).

The current knowledge in the field of numerical cognition does
not allow us to settle on whether automatic and intentional pro-
cessing are parts of the same mechanism or not. Previous behav-
ioral, neuroimaging, modeling, and neuropsychological studies
have yielded mixed results. For example, a recent behavioral study
has shown that intentional processing of numerical information is
correlated with mathematical achievement scores, while no such
correlation has been obtained for automatic numerical processing
(Bugden and Ansari, 2011). In contrast, others have found that
highly automatic numerical processing is associated with intact
intentional numerical processing such as mathematical abilities,
while impaired automatic numerical processing is associated with
low mathematical abilities (i.e., developmental dyscalculia; Rubin-
sten and Henik, 2009). Similarly, some neuroimaging studies have
suggested that different brain areas are associated with intentional
vs. automatic numerical processing (Kaufmann et al., 2005; Tang
et al., 2006), while others have challenged these findings (Schwarz
and Heinze, 1998; Szucs et al., 2007). Furthermore, one of the
assumptions of a recent computational model is that the size
congruity effect, which signals automatic numerical processing,
and the numerical distance effect, related to intentional numeri-
cal processing, originate from different mechanisms (Santens and

Verguts, 2011), see also (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2008a; Van Opstal
et al., 2008a). In contrast, another work has suggested that both
effects stem from the same source (Schwarz and Ischebeck, 2003).
However, all the aforementioned studies have examined the rela-
tionship between brain and behavior in a correlative fashion, and
hence do not allow for causal inference.

In the current study, we used transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS), a non-invasive brain stimulation method, to examine and
compare the causal relationship between automatic and inten-
tional numerical processing and the parietal lobes. At the brain
level, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), a brain structure in the parietal
lobe, has been shown to be involved in numerical representa-
tion in a variety of tasks (for meta-analyses see Cohen Kadosh
et al., 2008c; Arsalidou and Taylor, 2011)). In a previous study
we have shown that after stimulation to the right IPS, partici-
pants showed impairment in automatic processing of numbers, as
reflected by a reduced size congruity effect. In contrast, stimula-
tion of the left IPS, or sham stimulation did not affect automatic
numerical processing (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007b). In the current
study we used the data that we reported at Cohen Kadosh et al.
(2007b) to examine whether this observed impairment in auto-
matic numerical processing will be associated with impairment
in intentional numerical processing, as reflected by the numeri-
cal distance effect. The predictions are clear: if the same parietal
functional asymmetry underlies both automatic and intentional
numerical processing, disruption of right IPS, but not left IPS or
sham stimulation, will affect both the size congruity effect and the
numerical distance effect. Contrarily, if automatic and intentional
numerical processing are subserved by a different or no parietal
functional asymmetry, a dissociation between the two processes
and/or the stimulation sites can be expected. For example, right
IPS stimulation could only impair automatic numerical process-
ing as shown previously but not intentional numerical processing,
while left IPS stimulation could only impair intentional numer-
ical processing but not automatic numerical processing (double
dissociation). Alternatively, both left and right IPS stimulation
could impair intentional numerical processing but only right IPS
stimulation would impair automatic numerical processing (single
dissociation). Any of such result patterns would therefore indicate
different brain mechanisms underlying intentional and automatic
numerical processing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL SAMPLE SIZE
The current study is a conceptual follow-up of our previous work
on automatic number processing where we used the identical
numerical Stroop task and applied TMS to disrupt left or right
IPS activation to induce dyscalculia-like behavior in healthy volun-
teers (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007b). In a methodological follow-up,
we then (i) quantified the exact behavioral effects induced by
TMS using different coil positioning approaches, (ii) calculated
the standardized experimental effect sizes, and (iii) conducted a
statistical power analysis in order to determine the optimal sam-
ple size required to reveal statistical significance. These power
analyses revealed that when using fMRI-guided TMS neuronavi-
gation, five participants are sufficient to reveal the revealed, or any
greater, behavioral effect of parietal TMS on automatic numerical
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processing as statistically significant (Sack et al., 2009). In the
current study, we now aimed to examine whether this observed
impairment in automatic numerical processing is also associated
with impairment in intentional numerical processing, as reflected
by the numerical distance effect. In the context of the current
research question, we determined the optimal sample size based on
our previous studies (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007b; Sack et al., 2009)
using the following procedure and parameters: first, alpha was
conventionally defined to be statistically at an α-error-probability
of 5% and beta to be at an β-error-probability of 20%, result-
ing in a test power of (1-beta) = 80%. The expected experimental
effect size was estimated based on the effect size on the SCE as
revealed in Sack et al., 2009; where fMRI-guided TMS over PPC
resulted in an effect size of Cohen’s d = 1.13 for the difference in
SCE between sham and TMS; and of f2 = 1.23 for the interaction
between TMS and congruency as shown by the two-way repeated
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with TMS (sham or TMS)
and congruency (incongruent, neutral, or congruent) as within-
subject factors. The significance level (α), the test power (1-β), the
experimental effect (Cohen’s d or f2), and the optimal sample size
(opt n) are interdependent, and thus, after determining any three
of these parameters, it is possible to calculate the fourth. Using
the aforementioned procedure and parameters, we calculated an
optimal sample size of n = 5 for our current study, now aim-
ing to reveal whether under these conditions, fMRI-guided TMS
over PPC would likewise statistically impair intentional numerical
processing based on the same sample size.

Note that using a small sample size may lead to underpowered
analyses, thus the likelihood of making a type I error is the primary
concern. However, as the results below indicate, this has not been
the case as the highest order interaction has been observed.

Participants
Five participants (four males, mean age = 28.6 years, SD = 4.5),
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neu-
rological or psychiatric disorders, participated in this study and
gave their inform consent. None of the participants had taken
part in a TMS experiment before. Ethical approval was given by
the local medical ethical committee in Maastricht University, The
Netherlands. All the participants were recruited from an academic
environment.

Stimuli and paradigm
The participants were asked to decide which of two visually pre-
sented digits had a larger physical size or numerical value. These
conditions were presented in separate blocks. The stimuli, 0.8˚ or
1.1˚ vertical visual angles in size, appeared at the center of a screen,
and were separated center-to-center by 4˚ horizontal visual angles.
In the small numerical distance condition the numerical difference
between the two digits was one unit (the pairs 1–2, 3–4, and 8–9).
In the large numerical distance condition the numerical difference
between the two digits was six units (the pairs 1–7, 2–8, and 3–9).

Each trial began with an asterisk as a fixation point, presented
for 500 ms at the center of a computer screen. Five hundred mil-
lisecond after the fixation point disappeared, a pair of visual digits
appeared for 1 s. The inter-trial interval was 6 s, and the inter-block
interval was at least 15 s.

PROCEDURE
Participants were instructed to decide which one of two digit stim-
uli in a given display was either physically or numerically larger
(Figure 1). They had to indicate their choice by pressing the key
corresponding to the side of the display with the selected digit
(right hand if the right stimulus was larger, and left hand if the
left stimulus was larger). Participants were encouraged to respond
as quickly as possible while avoiding mistakes, and to attend only
to the relevant dimension in each task (i.e., physical or numerical
size). Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, San Fran-
cisco, CA, USA) was used to present the stimuli and record the
speed and accuracy of the behavioral responses. The experiment
was preceded by a training session.

TMS experiment
Each volunteer underwent four TMS sessions spread over two
different days. The order of numerical and physical blocks was
counterbalanced in an ABBA design for three participants and in a
BAAB design for the rest. The order of real and sham stimulation to
the left IPS and right IPS (four sessions) was also counterbalanced.
On each day two sessions took place. Per day, participants received
real TMS to one hemisphere and sham TMS to the other hemi-
sphere. The stimulation order for the fifth participant was ran-
domly chosen. Participants underwent event-related triple-pulse
TMS while comparing two-digits with regards to either numerical
value or physical size. Triple-pulse TMS (Medtronic Functional
Diagnostics A/S, Skovlunde, Denmark; maximum stimulator out-
put, 2 T) was applied at 220, 320, and 420 ms after stimulus onset

FIGURE 1 | Experimental paradigm. Two tasks were presented in
separate blocks: a physical size comparison task and a numerical
comparison task. The numerical values appeared in these tasks can affect
automatic and intentional numerical processing, respectively. Each pair of
stimuli was preceded by a fixation point and a blank of 500 ms each, and
remained visible for 1 s. After an inter-trial interval of 6 s a new trial began
with the presentation of a fixation point. Responses were indicated by a
button press on the side corresponding to the larger relevant dimension.
Triple-pulse TMS at 60% of the maximum stimulator output was applied at
220, 320, and 420 ms after stimulus onset.
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at 60% of maximum stimulator output. We chose the timing of
the pulses based on previous ERP studies that found modulation
of the different ERP components by the numerical distance and
size congruity (e.g., Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007a; Libertus et al.,
2007; Szucs et al., 2007).

Small and large numerical distances were randomly sampled
with an equal sampling for each condition. A total of 576 trials
were presented to each participant [36 trials × 4 sessions (right
TMS, left TMS, right sham, left sham) × 2 numerical distances
(small, large) × 2 tasks (physical/numerical), for the numerical
distance effect analysis; 24 trials × 4 sessions (right TMS, left
TMS, right sham, left sham) × 3 congruity (congruent, neutral,
incongruent) × 2 tasks (physical/numerical), for the size congruity
effect analysis]. Correct responses had to be made equally often
with the left and right hand. Please note that the analysis of the
numerical distance effect and congruity effect has been made
based on the same behavioral data. That is based on for calcu-
lating the congruity effect we included the congruity conditions
(across numerical distances), and for the numerical distance effect
we included the different numerical distance conditions (across
congruity conditions).

Mean RTs for each participant in each condition were calculated
for correct trials only. RTs that were 2.5 SDs from the mean of each
condition for each individual were excluded (less than 2%).

fMRI localizer
The exact TMS target site within left and right IPS was deter-
mined individually using an fMRI localizer session (Cohen Kadosh
et al., 2007b). Hence, prior to the TMS study, each participant
underwent an fMRI session consisting of three runs, with each
run being composed of eight blocks of numerical comparisons
and eight blocks of physical size comparisons. Whole brain fMRI
data were acquired with a Siemens 3 T scanner (“Allegra,” Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany). Functional images were acquired using a
gradient-echo echo planar imaging sequence (16 axial slices;
repetition time/echo time = 2500/30 ms; flip angle = 90˚, field
of view = 192 mm × 192 mm, voxel size: 3 mm × 3 mm × 5 mm).
Stimulus presentation was synchronized with the fMRI sequence
at the beginning of each trial. Each scanning session included the
acquisition of a high-resolution T1-weighted 3-D volume using
MPRAGE sequence (echo time 4 ms, 256 × 256 × 192 matrix,
voxel dimensions = 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm) for co-registration
and anatomical localization of functional data. Data were pre-
processed and analyzed using the BrainVoyager QX 1.4 soft-
ware package (BrainInnovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands).
The first two volumes of each run were discarded to allow for
T1 equilibration. The remaining functional data sets were co-
registered to Talairach-transformed anatomical data (Talairach
and Tournoux, 1988) and 3-D motion-corrected for each par-
ticipant. The 3-D functional data set was re-sampled to a voxel
size of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm. Further preprocessing included
spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel (full-width at half-
maximum = 8 mm, for the group analysis, and 3 mm for the
individual analysis), linear trend removal, temporal high pass
filtering (high pass: 0.00647 Hz), and autocorrelation removal.
The predictor time courses (box-car functions) were con-
volved with a gamma distribution to account for the shape

and delay of the hemodynamic response (Boynton et al.,
1996).

The main purpose of these fMRI measurements was to individ-
ually map the exact activation network underlying the comparison
tasks (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007b), and to localize the individual
activation hot spot underlying the size congruity and numerical
distance effect using frameless stereotaxic TMS Neuronavigation
(BrainVoyager TMS Neuronavigator).

fMRI-guided TMS neuronavigation
By superimposing the functional data on the anatomical recon-
struction of the brain, the TMS coil can be neuronavigated to a
specific anatomical and/or functional activation area of every par-
ticipant, thus increasing the statistical power by optimizing the
functional accuracy of TMS and significantly reducing the num-
ber of subjects needed to obtain statistical significance of a given
effect size, as recently quantified using power analysis on different
TMS localization approaches (Sack et al., 2009).

Individual imaging-guided TMS neuronavigation was per-
formed using BrainVoyager TMS Neuronavigator. This system
consists of several miniature ultrasound transmitters which are
attached to the participant’s head as well as to the TMS coil. These
ultrasound markers continuously transmit ultrasonic pulses to a
receiving sensor device. The measurement of the relative spatial
position of these transmitters in 3-D space is based on the travel
time of the transmitted ultrasonic pulses to three microphones
built into the receiving sensor. In the next step, local spatial coordi-
nate systems are created by linking the relative raw spatial position
of the ultrasound senders to a set of fixed additional landmarks on
the participant’s head. The specification of these fixed landmarks
is achieved via a digitizing pen that also hosts two transmitting
ultrasound markers in order to measure its relative position in
3-D space. The nasion and the two incisurae intertragicae were
used as the three anatomical landmarks in order to define the
local coordinate system. After this stage, the system provides topo-
graphic information of the head ultrasound transmitters relative
to a participant-based coordinate frame. Similarly, the TMS coil
also hosts a set of ultrasound transmitters whose relative spatial
positions are linked to fixed landmarks specified on the coil in
order to calculate another local coordinate system. Once the local
spatial coordinate system is defined for the participant’s head and
the TMS coil in real 3-D space, these coordinate systems have
to be co-registered with the coordinate system of the MR space.
For TMS–fMRI co-registration, the same digitized landmarks on
the participant’s head are specified on the head representation
(mesh) of the participant in the fMRI software. Hence, using the
BrainVoyager software, the anatomical landmarks were identified
in the MRI scan of the participant’s head and co-registered with
the coordinates from the digitizer. After the landmarks specified
on the real head are co-registered with those on the mesh head,
movements of the TMS coil relative to the head of the partici-
pant in real space are registered online and visualized in real-time
at correct positions relative to the participant’s anatomical recon-
struction of the brain. By superimposing the functional data on the
anatomical reconstruction of the brain, the TMS coil can be neu-
ronavigated to a specific anatomical and/or functional activation
area of every participant. In contrast to the fMRI group analysis,
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TMS neuronavigation was based on data in AC–PC space (rotating
the cerebrum into the anterior commissure–posterior commissure
plane). This was done in order to avoid any additional transfor-
mations that could distort the correspondence between MRI and
stereotaxic points.

Using this system, we online navigated the TMS coil to the indi-
vidual activation hot spot as revealed by fMRI for the congruity
effect only, and monitored its position accuracy throughout the
TMS measurements. This has been done, as we had to choose a
single hot spot for stimulation during the behavioral task, in which
both size congruity effect and numerical distance effect been com-
puted from. Otherwise, targeting the TMS coil to different foci
that showed congruity effect and numerical distance effect would
have not allowed examining if both effects derived from the same
stimulated area. The same threshold has been used for all partici-
pants to identify the activation hotspots [automatic FDR threshold
(q = 0.05)].

RESULTS
SIZE CONGRUITY EFFECT
As described elsewhere (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007b), the size
congruity effect interacted with TMS. In brief, we observed an
interaction between TMS (right, left, or sham) and congruity (con-
gruent, neutral, and incongruent) [F(4,16) = 4.17, MSE = 415,
p < 0.05, η2

p = 0.51]. As illustrated in Figure 2A, the size con-
gruity effect decreased after stimulation to the right IPS [56 ms,
F(1,4) = 13.88, MSE = 1,129, p < 0.05, η2

p = 0.78], as compared
to no observed effect under the left IPS stimulation [109 ms,
F(1,4) = 12.64, MSE = 4,654, p < 0.05, η2

p = 0.76], or under
sham stimulation [90 ms, F(1,4) = 20.61, MSE = 1,942, p < 0.01,
η2

p = 0.84, for a more in depth analysis see (Cohen Kadosh
et al., 2007b)]. Here, we focused on a new analysis, comparing the
previously established TMS-effects on automatic size congruity
performance, with the intentional numerical distance effect calcu-
lated on the same data. Please note that the data on the numerical
distance effect is independent of the data used to calculate the size
congruity effect. That is, albeit the calculation of both effects is
based on the same data from the same participants, the calcula-
tion of the numerical distance effect is orthogonal to the one used
for the size congruity effect. That is, the numerical distance effect
includes the comparison between small and large numerical dis-
tances across congruity conditions, while the size congruity effect
includes the comparison of congruity conditions across small and
large numerical distances.

Numerical distance effect: reaction time
The mean RTs were subjected to a three-way ANOVA with
TMS (left IPS, right IPS, or sham), task (physical or numeri-
cal comparison), and numerical distance (1-unit or 6-units) as
within-subject factors. The main effects for task (physical, 456 ms;
numerical,527 ms) [F(1,4) = 51.61,MSE = 1,442,p = 0.001,η2

p =
0.93], and numerical distance (1-unit, 501 ms; 6-units, 482 ms)
[F(1,4) = 35.71, MSE = 153, p < 0.005, η2

p = 0.9] were signif-
icant. In addition, the interaction between task and numerical
distance [F(1,4) = 33.35, MSE = 244, p < 0.005, η2

p = 0.9], and
most importantly, the triple interaction between TMS, task, and
numerical distance [F(2,8) = 8.12, MSE = 46 p = 0.01, η2

p = 0.67,

FIGURE 2 | Behavioral effect for automatic and intentional numerical

processing [(A,B) respectively]. (A) The size congruity effect for the right
IPS, sham, and left IPS stimulation. Only TMS over the right IPS decreased
automatic numerical processing as indicated by a significantly reduced size
congruity effect. (B) The numerical distance effect for the right IPS, sham,
and left IPS stimulation. Only TMS over right IPS decreased intentional
numerical processing as indicated by a significantly reduced numerical
distance effect. Hence, the same functional parietal asymmetry seems to
underlie automatic and intentional numerical processing. Error bar reflects
one SE of mean.

Table 1 and Figure 2B] were significant. The triple interaction was
due to a smaller numerical distance effect in the numerical com-
parison task when the participants received TMS over right IPS
(31 ms) compared to TMS over left IPS or sham stimulation (46
and 50 ms, respectively). In contrast, no differences with regard
to numerical distance were found for the physical size compari-
son. We used interaction contrasts analysis (Boik, 1979), a post hoc
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Table 1 | Reaction time (in milliseconds) a function ofTMS, task, and numerical distance.

Numerical distance Right IPS Sham Left IPS

Size Number Size Number Size Number

Small 440 (17) 549 (28) 461 (19) 548 (29) 462 (34) 546 (29)

Large 436 (15) 518 (24) 462 (18) 498 (20) 477 (42) 501 (26)

Parentheses: one SE of mean.

analysis of the individual cells of the significant interaction, by
giving weights simultaneously to all the relevant variables. In this
case one can compare at least two levels in each of the variables at
the same time. The interaction contrasts analysis yielded a partial
eta square of 0.81 for right IPS TMS vs. left IPS TMS and sham
(−2, 1, 1) and the two-way interaction between task and numeri-
cal distance [F(1,4) = 16.87, MSE = 41, p = 0.01]. In contrast, the
same analysis of left IPS TMS vs. sham (−1, 1) and the two-way
interaction between task and numerical distance yielded a partial
eta square of only 0.19 (F < 1).

Previous studies have shown that congruity and numerical dis-
tance might interact (Schwarz and Ischebeck, 2003; Szucs and
Soltesz, 2007; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2008b; Gebuis et al., 2010).
When examining whether congruity modulated the triple inter-
action between TMS, task, and numerical distance, the effect
was not significant [F(4,16) = 1.41, MSE = 904, p = 0.27, for the
four-way interaction between TMS, task, congruity, and numer-
ical distance]. Nevertheless, to test whether the current effect
was only due to non-neutral trials, we further examined whether
the same pattern of the numerical distance effect, as has been
obtained for different stimulation sites, was also found for the
neutral condition, when no variation in physical size occurred,
thus mimicking the more traditional numerical distance effect
(Moyer and Landauer, 1967; Holloway and Ansari, 2009). When
taking only the neutral trials the same pattern of numerical dis-
tance effect has been obtained (including a three-way interaction
between TMS, task, distance [F(2,8) = 3.77, MSE = 284, p = 0.07,
η2

p = 0.49]. Namely, the distance effect for right TMS was not
significant [14 ms, t (4) = 0.79, p = 0.47], while it was significant
for the sham condition [46 ms, t (4) = 2.54, p = 0.03, one-tailed,
Cohen’s d = 1.18], and left TMS [54 ms, t (4) = 5.03, p = 0.004,
one-tailed, Cohen’s d = 0.94].

As described in the introduction, smaller numerical distances
have been associated with better intentional processing. We exam-
ined whether this was the case in the current experiment. If the
smaller numerical distance effect would have stemmed from a
decrease in RTs for the 1-unit numerical distance, this would
indicate a better intentional processing. However, if the current
effect was due to an increase in RTs for the 6-units numerical
distance, this would indicate that the current effect originates
from impairment in intentional numerical processing. The cur-
rent results supported the latter possibility. Namely, interaction
contrasts analysis yielded a partial eta square of 0.67 for right
IPS TMS vs. left IPS TMS and sham (−2, 1, 1) and the con-
trast between 6-units numerical distance in the numerical task
and the physical task (with the latter serving as a baseline of gen-
eral processing time, as numerical distance did not play any role in

physical task (all p’s > 0.2; see Table 1) [F(1,4) = 8.16, MSE = 543,
p < 0.05]. In contrast, the same analysis of right IPS TMS vs. left
IPS TMS and sham (−2, 1, 1) and the contrast between 1-unit
numerical distance between the numerical task and the physical
task was not significant and yielded a partial eta square of only
0.27 [F(1,4) = 1.47, MSE = 584, p > 0.29].

These analyses show that TMS over right IPS impaired inten-
tional numerical processing by decreasing the numerical distance
effect when participants compared numerical values, as opposed
to sham stimulation or stimulation over left IPS, which had no
significant effects on behavioral performance.

Numerical distance effect: error rates
The average error rate was 4.3%. In contrast to the significant triple
interaction found when comparing RTs, this pattern was not found
with regard to behavioral accuracy [F(2,8) = 0.09, MSE = 0.002,
p > 0.91]. In addition, the correlation between RTs and error rates
was not significant, but followed the positive trend, thus exclud-
ing any speed-accuracy tradeoff explanation [t (4) = 1.8, r = 0.49,
p > 0.1, two-tailed].

COMPARING INDIVIDUAL ACTIVATION HOT SPOTS FOR THE SIZE
CONGRUITY EFFECT AND THE NUMERICAL DISTANCE EFFECT
To assess whether the current results showed a right IPS, but
not left IPS necessity for the size congruity effect and whether
the numerical distance effect was due to a larger variability of
activation in the left IPS vs. the right IPS, we co-registered the
activations for the size congruity effect and the numerical distance
effect to Talairach-transformed anatomical data (Talairach and
Tournoux, 1988, see Materials and Methods), and projected the
individual activation onto a population-averaged human brain
using Caret1 (Van Essen et al., 2001) and SumDB2 (Van Essen,
2002). The spatial distribution of the size congruity effect and the
numerical distance effect in the IPS is presented in Figure 3 and
gives a strong impression against a systematic difference between
the right and left IPS. We further examined this issue by using
inferential statistics. We entered all activations in the IPS into
a three-way ANOVA, with effect (size congruity, numerical dis-
tance), hemisphere (left, right), and Talairach coordinates (TCs;
X, Y, Z ), as within-subjects factors. As indicated from Figure 3 the
main effect for effect, as well as its interaction with other factors
including the critical three-way interaction between effect, hemi-
sphere, and TCs [F(2,8) = 0.15, MSE = 81.4, p > 0.85] was not
significant.

1http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret
2http://sumsdb.wustl.edu:8081/sums/directory.do?id = 636032
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FIGURE 3 | Plotting individual activation hot spot for the size

congruity effect and the numerical distance effect. Individual
activation hot spot for the size congruity effect (sphere) and the
numerical distance effect (rectangular) as used for the TMS
neuronavigation study plotted on a flat brain using Caret (Van Essen
et al., 2001; Van Essen, 2002). Different colors represent different

individuals. As can be seen, the average coordinates for the size
congruity effect and the numerical distance effect in each hemisphere
show a substantial overlap. This is indicated by the black and white
rings in each hemisphere (size congruity and numerical distance,
respectively) and by the bottom graphs (each graph depicts the average
coordinates from the hemisphere above it).

DISCUSSION
The current study examined whether automatic and intentional
numerical processing rely on the same hemispheric asymmetry in
the parietal cortex. More concretely, we disrupted either left or
right parietal cortex functioning in the same subject sample dur-
ing automatic and intentional numerical processing to compare
the lateralized effects of these TMS-induced parietal “lesions” on
both processes. We assessed whether automatic and intentional
numerical processing, reflected by the size congruity effect and
the numerical distance effect, respectively, are equally or differen-
tially affected by unilateral TMS over the left or right IPS, a key
region for numerical cognition (Ansari, 2008; Cohen Kadosh et al.,
2008c; Willmes, 2008; Cohen Kadosh and Walsh, 2009; Cappelletti
and Cipolotti, 2010; Houde et al., 2010). As previously shown,
automatic numerical processing is impaired by right IPS disrup-
tion, in contrast to left IPS and sham stimulation which have no
effect. If the same pattern would be observed with regard to inten-
tional processing, this would imply similar brain mechanisms or a
similar parietal functional asymmetry underlying both functions.

After stimulation over the right IPS we observed impairment in
automatic as well as intentional numerical processing. In contrast,
sham stimulation and stimulation over the left IPS affected nei-
ther automatic, nor intentional numerical processing. This result
provides causal evidence for the idea that automatic and inten-
tional processing are based on a shared mechanism, at least within
the parietal cortices and in the case of numerical cognition. Note
that when discussed mechanism in the current context, we refer

to the anatomical level, rather than neuronal level, as it might be
that different neuronal populations subserved different processes
at the same anatomical level (cf. Cohen Kadosh and Walsh, 2009).

A possible limitation to the current study might have been the
small number of subjects, which is not a rare scenario in the case
of TMS–fMRI studies (Chambers et al., 2004; Ruff et al., 2006;
Sack et al., 2006), as the addition of fMRI, while been more com-
plicated, and expensive, allows to reduce irrelevant variance, and
increase to increase the statistical power (Sack et al., 2009). One
might argue that ANOVA is not the suitable methods for analysis,
due to a possible violation of normality. While some have sug-
gested that violation of normality even with small sample can still
lead to meaningful results (Glass et al., 1972), one might suggest to
use non-parametric tests, which are less powerful, and those might
lead to a type II error. Nevertheless, we also examined whether the
current effects can be observed when one use a non-parametric
tests. Indeed, in all the cases the numerical distance and effect and
the size congruity effect under right TMS did not reach the level
of significant, while they were still significant under sham and left
TMS. This, together with the fact that the current interactions and
pattern of results were obtained for two different effects, increase
the validity of the current findings, and reduce the likelihood of a
Type I error.

While the coordinates over the left and right IPS were indis-
tinguishable for both automatic and international processing,
descriptively, the activation on the right parietal was more dif-
fuse than the left parietal (size congruity effect: left parietal, 1271
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voxels, right parietal, 1454 voxels; distance: left parietal, 11499 vox-
els; right parietal, 14215 voxels). However, these differences were
small, and could have biased toward a greater effect over the left
hemisphere, as the activation there was more focus, and therefore
more amenable to TMS than the more diffuse activation on the
right hemisphere. However, at this stage there is no knowledge how
(and if) the size of activation correlates with the effect of TMS, and
this should be a goal of future methodological studies.

The current results challenge previous findings which reported
dissociations between intentional and automatic processing
(Kaufmann et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2006; Bugden and Ansari,
2011; Santens and Verguts, 2011). However, it is known that
the mere finding of a dissociation does not necessarily imply
different underlying mechanisms (e.g., Shallice, 2003). Similarly,
neuroimaging studies which reported differential brain activation
during intentional and automatic processing provided only cor-
relational evidence. In recent years, neuropsychological studies as
well as “virtual” lesion studies using non-invasive functional brain
stimulation have shown that brain activation during task execu-
tion does not necessarily imply that this brain area is necessary for
the given psychological function (Price and Friston, 2002; Walsh
and Pascual-Leone, 2003; Bien et al., 2009; Sack, 2009). In contrast,
the current study provides strong evidence for a causal relation-
ship between the right, but not left, IPS and the mechanism, which
processes numbers both automatically and intentionally.

It must be noted that these results do not rule out the pos-
sibility that automatic and intentional processing show a double

dissociation in other parts of the brain (e.g., the prefrontal cor-
tex, Cohen Kadosh and Walsh, 2009) or at different time windows
than the ones used here, or that automatic and intentional pro-
cessing of other dimensions (e.g., reading, time perception) might
be subserved by different mechanisms. However, what can be con-
cluded here is that the same parietal functional asymmetry seems
to underlie both, automatic and intentional numerical processing
with only the right, but not left, IPS being causally relevant for
successful performance during both tasks. We hope that future
studies will take this question further, also in the context of other
brain regions or for other cognitive domains, thereby advancing
our understanding of the relationship between intentional and
automatic processing and various cognitive mechanisms per se
(Palmeri, 2002; Tzelgov and Ganor-Stern, 2005). Such studies will
reveal important insights also for the neural, developmental, and
educational bases of automatic vs. intentional processing (Girelli
et al., 2000; Rubinsten et al., 2002; Cohen Kadosh and Walsh, 2009;
Reis et al., 2009; Rubinsten and Henik, 2009; Bugden and Ansari,
2011).
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